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New Garment
District

As the lines between fashion, sport and street continue to blur,
brands are fighting over your custom with ever more technical,
performance-led designs for style-conscious city dwellers.
Take your pick from the best of the new luxe landscape
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– New Garment District

MICHAEL KORS

ORLEBAR BROWN

–The label of choice for the

–
COAT £568
SWEATER £285
TROUSERS £110
AND SANDALS £160
ALL MICHAEL KORS
MICHAELKORS.CO.UK

after a quest to find the
perfect swimming shorts,
Orlebar Brown applies Savile
Row tailoring principles to
its intelligently designed
leisurewear. Its many
functional, smart-casual
pieces will take you from
beach to bar and back again.

GUTTER CREDIT
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–Founded by Adam Brown

GROOMING: KEVIN FORD USING DERMALOGICA | MODELS: JHONATTAN BURJACK AT AMCK, VICTORIEN BLAGONJA AT MILK MODEL MANAGEMENT | PHOTOGRAPHER’S ASSISTANT: FRANKIE LODGE | STYLIST’S ASSISTANT: RICCARDO CHIUDIONI

| 04/2018

modern globetrotter, Kors
majors in slick, monochrome
luxury. Plush fabrics and
clean lines are the brand’s
hallmarks, resulting in
multifaceted separates that
work together seamlessly.

–
JACKET £275
AND SHORTS £195
BOTH ORLEBAR BROWN
ORLEBARBROWN.COM
SHOES £460
MONCLER
MONCLER.COM
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New Garment District –

CALVIN KLEIN

–Iconic label Calvin Klein has
come to define the easy
sense of dressing that the US
continues to teach the world.
Lightweight fabrics, such as
the kind used in this parka,
are essential ingredients of
layered looks. And, of course,
the denim isn’t bad, either.

PRADA

–Every season, this brand

| 04/2018

manages to produce stellar
collections that push the
boundaries while remaining
quintessentially Prada. SS18’s
use of highly engineered
tech fabrics and tailored
trackpants take sports
luxe to the next level.

GUTTER CREDIT

GUTTER CREDIT

–
COAT £349
JEANS £119
AND BOOTS £225
ALL CALVIN
KLEIN MENSWEAR
VEST £30
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS
CALVINKLEIN.CO.UK
–
BLAZER £1680
CARDIGAN £610
TROUSERS £610
BAG £1540 AND
SHOES £630
ALL PRADA
PRADA.COM
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– New Garment District
–
JACKET £1135
T-SHIRT £115
TROUSERS £170
AND SHOES £200
ALL HILFIGER
COLLECTION MEN’S
UK.TOMMY.COM

–
JACKET £450
SHIRT £185 AND
TROUSERS £215
ALL KENT & CURWEN
KENTANDCURWEN.COM

HILFIGER
COLLECTION
MEN’S

KENT
& CURWEN

–The heritage sportswear

–Since 1985, the stateside

brand has gone from strength
to strength since its relaunch
under the creative direction
of Daniel Kearns – and style
icon David Beckham’s
presence on the design board
is clearly paying dividends.
Collegiate cool at its finest.

| 04/2018

stalwart has been one of the
most influential forces behind
the rise of preppy dressing.
The Hilfiger Collection Men’s
line, which features premium
fabrics and off-kilter details,
is a short cut to Americana
cool. This slick biker and
graphic tee combo is the
perfect way to start.

GUTTER CREDIT
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New Garment District –

PAUL SMITH

GANT

the mood of each decade
of design since 1970,
managing to evolve
with the times while still
retaining its signature
codes. Quality fabrics
and idiosyncratic details
are key. With its utility
pockets and lightweight
materials, this field
jacket is a refreshing
take on a classic style.

in Sweden, the dual heritage
of this brand is reflected
in its cool, casual staples.
Gant has long since proved
that stylish leisurewear has
a place outside of the gym
or the sports club.

–Born in the USA but nurtured

| 04/2018

–Paul Smith has captured

–
JACKET £695
BLAZER £730 AND
TROUSERS £305
ALL PAUL SMITH
PAULSMITH.COM
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GUTTER CREDIT
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–
SWEATSHIRT £85
AND JEANS £100
BOTH GANT
GANT.CO.UK

– New Garment District

COACH

–Founded as a leather goods
company in 1941, Coach has
a reputation for collaborating
with iconic artists to give luxe
staples a contemporary
resonance. This technical
bomber, featuring an image by
pop artist Keith Haring on the
reverse, highlights this ethos.

NEIL BARRETT

–Milan-based British designer

| 04/2018

Neil Barrett has long been
fascinated by modernist
architecture, an interest that
informs his athletic, clean
designs. His punchy, graphic
separates make leisurewear
a sophisticated option for
the smart urbanite.

GUTTER CREDIT

GUTTER CREDIT
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–
JACKET £750
TROUSERS FROM £395
AND BOOTS £425
ALL COACH
UK.COACH.COM
–
SHIRT £460 AND
TROUSERS £370
BOTH NEIL BARRETT
NEILBARRETT.COM
SHOES £460
MONCLER
MONCLER.COM

New Garment District –

BELSTAFF

STELLA
MCCARTNEY

–The standard-bearer for

–The Fab Femme’s recent

biker cool has built a solid
reputation with its hardhitting masculine outerwear
and separates. For SS18,
lighter fabrics are on offer,
such as this check trench
and air force bomber, neither
of which sacrifice durability
or motoring attitude.

foray into menswear has
focused on modern classics
with a twist and, as one might
expect, a strong emphasis
on ethical sustainability.
This season’s sporty
accessories and tailored
separates are the acme
of athleisure styling.

Z ZEGNA

–Z Zegna – the dynamic,

| 04/2018

sporty line from the venerable
Italian house of Ermenegildo
Zegna – fuses the brand’s
knowledge of both luxury
and technical fabrics with
a muscular insouciance.
This season’s deconstructed
tailoring and nautical-inspired
accessories make for an
oddly futuristic combo.
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–
COAT £1405
TOP £205
BUMBAG £410
TROUSERS £410
AND SANDALS
£310 ALL STELLA
MCCARTNEY
STELLAMCCARTNEY.COM

118 MEN’S HEALTH

GUTTER CREDIT

–
BLAZER HOODIE AND
TROUSERS ALL POA
BAG £950 AND
SHOES £475
ALL Z ZEGNA
ZEGNA.CO.UK

MENSHEALTH.CO.UK

–
JACKET £495
AND COAT £825
BOTH BELSTAFF
BELSTAFF.CO.UK

– New Garment District

BOSS

–While the German label

| 04/2018

can always be relied on for
a sharp cut, there’s much
more up its cuff than
precision tailoring – as this
lightweight summer parka
and practical, nauticalinfluenced duffel bag attest.

RIVER ISLAND

–This British high-street

heavyweight has always been
a good barometer of the
current state of menswear,
and this season is no
exception. Its range of
’70s-style camp-collar shirts,
sharp tailoring and staple
denim preserves its reputation
as an essential port of call
for the Saturday shopper.

PENFIELD

–Penfield has been kitting
out discerning outdoorsmen
since 1975. While practicality
and fabric technology are
at the heart of the brand,
it also keeps a keen eye on
design. This season’s ’80sand ’90s-inspired shell
jackets tick the boxes for
both style and substance.

–
JACKET £60 AND
TROUSERS £40
BOTH RIVER ISLAND
RIVERISLAND.COM
–
JACKET £195
SWEATSHIRT £90
AND TROUSERS £115
ALL PENFIELD
PENFIELD.COM

–
COAT £895
VEST £69
TROUSERS £219
BAG £1200 AND
SHOES £170
ALL BOSS
HUGOBOSS.COM

GUTTER CREDIT
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New Garment District –

WOOLRICH

–When Woolrich was founded
in Pennsylvania in 1830, it
supplied hard-wearing fabrics
to labouring men. It has since
evolved into an uber-cool
lifestyle brand with wares to
see you through all seasons.
As ever, functionality and fabric
innovation are at its heart.

LEVI’S

–The US denim behemoth

| 04/2018

continues to excel with a
style that is both timeless and
cutting edge. Whether you’re
a classic 501 man or more
contemporary in your
tastes, this season’s indigo,
stonewash and distressed
designs are a solid choice.
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GUTTER CREDIT

SANDALS £310
STELLA MCCARTNEY
STELLAMCCARTNEY.COM
–
JACKET £240
LEVI’S MADE
& CRAFTED
JEANS £110
LEVI’S
LEVI.COM

GUTTER CREDIT

–
JACKET £315
AND SHORTS £85
BOTH WOOLRICH
WOOLRICH.EU

– New Garment District

TOPMAN

CHRISTOPHER
RAEBURN

–For an affordable high-street

–Brit designer Christopher

brand, Topman has always
punched above its weight,
with forward-thinking
design, pop culture cool and
dependable basics. These
oversized tracksuit separates
have the louche, Sopranosstyle athleisure look nailed.

–Although Moncler takes
its name from a French
Alpine village, there’s much
more on offer from this
stellar outdoor brand than
puffers and salopettes.
It understands what the
modern man needs to get
through life, whether he’s
jumping on a bike between
meetings or negotiating
snow-capped peaks.

| 04/2018

Raeburn continues the
tradition of military-inspired
menswear with a distinctly
21st-century slant. Combining
both technical and recycled
fabrics, he specialises in
eco-friendly innovation. This
reversible air force-inspired
bomber, in particular, scores
points for its versatility.

MONCLER
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–
TRACK TOP £55
AND BOTTOMS £40
BOTH TOPMAN
TOPMAN.COM

GUTTER CREDIT

–
JACKET £495
COAT £595
MESH T-SHIRT £195
T-SHIRT £59
AND SHORTS £245
ALL CHRISTOPHER
RAEBURN
CHRISTOPHER
RAEBURN.CO.UK
SANDALS £310
STELLA MCCARTNEY
STELLAMCCARTNEY.COM
–
JACKET £420
HOODIE £425
TROUSERS £200
AND SHOES £460
ALL MONCLER
MONCLER.COM
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New Garment District –

EMPORIO
ARMANI

–The irreverent younger
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brother of the Armani stable,
Emporio’s approach to design
fuses casual, street-ready
separates with hints of haute
design detail – such as the
concealed Japanese print
inside this zip-embellished
jacket. Not taking yourself
too seriously has never
looked so smart.
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–
JACKET £900
VEST £50
BELT £185
SHORTS £410
AND SHOES £450
ALL EMPORIO ARMANI
ARMANI.COM

